Personal Brand
[Age 15-18]
Introduction
Have you ever heard of a brand? What comes to mind when you think of a strong brand?
Perhaps companies like:

Companies do a lot of
research and spend a lot of
money to develop a brand
image that is positive and
that people will remember.

They do this by producing a
quality product or service
that people will want to buy
or use.

Each of us also has our own
personal brand, this is
especially important when
seeking a job.

Imagine if Ryanair used images or adverts of planes that were dirty or damaged, what impression
of the brand would that give?
This is what many jobseekers do without even realising it when they are careless about the
paperwork they submit, or careless about the reputation they are building as a potential employee.
As a job seeker you will need to build your own personal brand.


Many employers will do some online research to find out all about a potential employee’s
personal brand.



As a jobseeker you will compete in a job market with other people who have been building
their own personal brand over time.



It is important that you make choices now that will help you to stand out from the
competition and help you land the job you want in the future.

Activity One
In this activity you will develop an ‘elevator pitch’.


This pitch will reflect the idea that it should be possible to deliver the summary about
yourself in the time span of an elevator trip, or approximately thirty seconds to two
minutes.



The term itself comes from a scenario of an accidental meeting with someone
important in the elevator and wanting to impress them so you will arrange to meet
again to discuss your prospects.



Please spend ten minutes developing your own elevator pitch and fill in below. Once
complete deliver your “pitch” to members of your household for their feedback!

Tips for an elevator pitch

Short & Snappy:
60 seconds or
150-250 words

Tell them about
yourself

Show your
Passion

Skills & Interests

Think about
what makes you
Stand out

Confidence is
key

Elevator Pitch

Activity Two
The Scenario:
 You and your team are part of a Human Resources (HR) group in charge of hiring
new employees for your companies.


You have been at a career fair looking for possible candidates to work for your
company.



The company is large with many different kinds of jobs available.



Today you will pre-screen three candidates based on cover letters, CV and digital
profiles.



Read through the three profiles over the next few pages, Alison Kim, Mick Patrick, and
Ryan Mac.



You will decide whether each candidate is selected for interview based on the
personal brand presented and complete the Candidate evaluation form.

1. Alison Kim
Cover Letter:

Social Media Profile:

C.V.:

2. Mick Patrick
Cover Letter:

Social Media Profile:

C.V.:

3. Ryan Mac
Cover Letter:

No cover letter submitted

Social Media Profile:

Ryan Mac

Ryan Mac
Worked at Trees Unlimited
Studied at Achievement Secondary School
From Dublin

Home

Status | Photo

Profile

Friends

Home

Photos

Post

Ryan Mac
Comment

Comment

C.V.:

Rate the candidates
5= Best Rating, 1 = Worst

Cover Letter

Allison
3
4

1

2

1

2

3

1

2

3

5

1

2

Mick
3

4

5

1

2

Ryan
3

4

5

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Based on your general
impression, rate each
candidate and explain
your rating.

Curriculum Vitae
Based on your general
impression, rate each
candidate and explain
your rating.

Digital Profile
Based on your general
impression, rate each
candidate and explain
your rating.

Education

Technical Skills

Evidence of Soft
Skills & 4 Cs
Communication/
Critical Thinking/
Collaboration/
Creativity

Pro
(Positive personal
brand impressions)

Con
(Negative personal
brand impressions)

Final Analysis:
Should this
candidate move on
to an interview?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

